Excursion to Tivoli: Villa Adriana and Villa d’Este

An excursion to Tivoli will close the symposium, as it happened when the International Congress of Mathematicians took place in 1908.
In Tivoli, we will visit Villa d’Este and Villa Adriana, both part of the UNESCO World Heritage sites: (http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1025, http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/907).

Villa Adriana is an exceptional complex of classical buildings created in the 2nd century A.D. by the Roman emperor Hadrian.
Villa d’Este, with its palace, its garden and its one thousand fountains, is one of the most remarkable and comprehensive examples of Renaissance culture.

The guided visit and information material are provided courtesy of the Superintendent for the Architectural Assets and Landscape Heritage and the Superintendent for the Archaeological Heritage of Lazio.
At the end of the tour, participants will enjoy a buffet at Adriano restaurant, near Villa Adriana. The buffet will be provided courtesy of the Mayor of the town of Tivoli.

Many thanks are extended to the Tivoli Rotary Club for the arrangements of the excursion.

Excursion Agenda:

13.30 Bus departing from piazza della Enciclopedia Italiana to Tivoli with packed lunch.
15.00 – 16.15 Tour of Villa d’Este.
16.30 Bus departing to Villa Adriana.
16.45 – 18.30 Tour of Villa Adriana
From 18.30 Aperitif and buffet at Adriano restaurant.

20.30 End of symposium and bus departure to the Hotel area.